PowerApps Maker Enablement

Ensure Security While Unlocking the Power of PowerApps
To survive and thrive in today’s competitive business world, you have to become
more agile and efficient. Modernizing your operations through the cloud and digital
transformation is key to making this happen.
Microsoft PowerApps is a low code/no code tool for automating processes and building
business applications that support digital transformation and your new modern
workplace. It empowers business users to create and customize data-driven and taskspecific apps in-house.
While PowerApps provides unlimited opportunity for helping meet your changing business
needs, without proper guidance you could be putting your company’s security at risk. Hitachi
Solutions has the ideal training to help you fully leverage PowerApps while maintaining corporate
best practices, security, and governance.
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What is PowerApps?
Microsoft PowerApps is a suite of apps,

Microsoft PowerApps benefits include:

services, connectors, and data platform
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Empowers employees to make business improvements
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Streamlines, automates, and extends existing business processes
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Provides simplicity, speed and agility for software delivery
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Why Take Action?
Traditional business application development has been very complicated, requiring
developers and expensive custom code. PowerApps “democratizes” the custom
business app building experience by allowing non-technical users to build feature-
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PowerApps is marketed as
programming for non-programmers.
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PowerApps training courses. The PowerApps Maker Enablement solution includes:
•

In-depth PowerApps, Flow & Common Data Service training

•

Security, governance & administration knowledge transfer

•

Discovery around current state manual processes

•

Collaborative development of PowerApps and Flows

•

Validation of PowerApps maker readiness
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We’ve done hundreds of client engagements around Microsoft’s Power Platform
and bring that experience to you. Our PowerApps team works with you to evaluate
your current environment so we can develop a training customized for your unique
business needs. Benefits include:
•

Arm your employees with the skills they need to become productive PowerApps
& Flow makers

•

Enhance your digital transformation efforts & speed time to value

•

Provide valuable hands-on assistance in developing initial applications to
get you started

•

Maintain best practices that help administrators ensure security & control

•

Improve governance & validation over approval processes

•

Provide a framework that allows for scalability & future growth
While attending a standard PowerApps training course may provide basic knowledge about the power platform, it won’t give
you everything you need to know about security, compliance, and governance. And, you’re on your own as you start building
apps and flows.
Hitachi Solutions PowerApps Maker Enablement has much more depth than most other training options. Beyond the training,
advice, and guidance, we work with your team to define initial app business requirements and work together on up to three
PowerApps and Flows.
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